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“Shadow work is the path of the HEART WARRIOR"

- Carl Jung

 

What is SHADOW WORK?

 

Shadow work is the process of exploring your deepest subconscious, your

deepest pains, your inner darkness to meet your “Shadow self /selves”. Your

Shadow Self reveals different parts of you that has been rejected,

unacknowledged, or repressed for whatever was at cost during those

times. Your Shadow self speaks of parts of you that you had to bury in

order to survive in those moments they were created. Shadow work is a

road less travelled, but one of the most authentic paths to our own

enlightenment. 

 

 

“There is no coming to consciousness without pain. People will do

anything, no matter how absurd, in order to avoid facing their own soul.

One does not become enlightened by imagining figures of light, but by

making the darkness conscious."

- Carl Jung

 

There may be times you may have believed that focusing on your negative

emotions is not helpful. There may be times you thought that your triggers

and shadows are just dramas you created, and will not help you in finding

the solutions you seek. We understand where you’re coming from. Cutting

off and burying those parts of us was a necessary process of our own

survival. 

 

But what we have yet to realize is when we cut and bury parts of ourselves,

they start to amplify and create noises inside of us which results in

sabotaging ourselves. The more we don’t face our shadows, the more they

take control of our life, like an autopilot mechanism that entraps us in a

vicious cycle of pain. We can only break our own chains when we become

aware that there is one in the first place. We can only change what we

confront. 
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“Until you name the unconscious conscious, it will direct your life, and you

will call it fate.” 

– Carl Jung

 

Let us remember that we have emotions for a reason. They are our guides,

our lampposts and breadcrumbs in understanding ourselves. We are

allowed to express all our bottled up emotions, fears, triggers in our own

safe space, so that we can acknowledge that an aspect of our shadow self

is longing for our acceptance, acknowledgement, and unconditional love.

Our Shadow selves will be the ones operating the way we think and feel

toward ourselves and toward others unless they are recognized.

 

When we learn to accept our shadows and embrace them without

judgment, we then start to understand our pains. When we understand

our pains, we then start to forgive ourselves for what we had to go through.

When we forgive ourselves, the pain then starts to heal within you. When it

heals, light through realization and empowerment emerges from within.

When we are healed on the inside, naturally we begin to understand

others who are also in the same shadow you were in, but this time you will

be viewing it from your light. When we understand others and not judge

them, we help and guide others to heal themselves as well.

 

So allow us to walk with you into your shadow work. Let the following

pages be your guide, let it become your own safe space. Let us embrace

the shadows within us, so it can be finally brought into the light…one

shadow at a time.

 

TIP: You can play the shared Spotify playlist on our website (CLEANSE AND

PROCESS) while going through every phase of your Shadow Work. 

 

Link: https://open.spotify.com/playlist/5aD3gWvTmFl2ke6spMbBII?

si=K5f4Yy7MR1CqI0jzYCx8BQ
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I. SHADOW TALK
 

What triggered you recently? What’s your story? What happened?  Let’s allow your shadow

to talk, this page is YOUR SAFE SPACE. Here, you can write anything you feel without having

to place any filter imposed unto yourself. Here you can allow the shadow to speak without

you having to judge them.

 

Allow your emotions to flow as you write, they too deserve to be felt and acknowledged. Is

there sadness emerging? What caused it? Is there anger? Is there shame and guilt? Express

them here, as raw as possible.Be honest with yourself and try to name your emotions if you

can as you let your shadows talk... Let them speak here… As we allow them to be expressed,

they are heard. Your shadow longs to be heard, not by anyone else… it longs for YOU… so

create this safe space for YOU.
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After pouring your heart out, take a pause. Breathe for a while. You have just surfed the

currents you were once fighting.Congratulate yourself for being able to let you shadow self-

talk. It has been a while since you let yourself be heard, and you were now able to hear its

messages. You did well!



II. UNDERSTANDING YOUR SHADOW
 

When ready and your emotions are calm, try to read your shadow talk, as if it was a different

person who wrote it, someone who is trying to connect with you and asking for your

humble attention. Try to see where your shadows were coming from. 

 

Read it coming from a space of understanding, try not to judge your shadow as bad or

good.. Just like offering a dear old friend a shoulder to cry on, and an open ear to listen and

understand.

 

Did some memories pop out that you were not even intending to write? Recognize them,

they appear for a reason. They are your guides on which parts of your past are connected to

what your shadow is telling you now. It’s just longing for your acknowledgement,

understanding and loving embrace. 

 

“Everything that irritates us about others can lead us to an understanding of ourselves”

 

"Until you learn to face your own shadows, you will continue to see them in others, because

the world outside you is only a reflection of the world inside you”

 

Acknowledging the seeming messy parts of us is the start of taking our power back. Have

we allowed others to make you feel helpless? Have you allowed yourself to experience

abuse, betrayal, pain? Have we made choices and called them mistakes?  Let’s take our

power back by beginning to own ourselves, even the darkest of our shadows.

 

As a dear friend to your Shadows, what would you say to him/her?
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III. HEALING OUR SHADOW SELF
 

I AM SORRY 

 

Apologizing to your shadow self who carried the pain is a courageous act. Apologizing to

the version of you now, who forgot to hear your own cries and neglect to see the signs that

our shadow was presenting in the past, is the start of taking accountability for your own

choices and life. In your own words of apology, remind yourself that it is ok. You did what

you knew the best way you knew at that time. You are not here to judge yourself nor to tell

yourself that “you should not do that again”.

 

You are apologizing now to yourself for not accepting the seeming pain, seeming mistakes

of the past. Let yourself know that right now, you are safe and you’re ok just the way you

are.” You can begin to say “I am sorry for burying you for the longest time.. We only did what

we had to in order to survive. The seeming painful choices, and seeming mistakes we had to

go through are the reasons why I am still here now, breathing…” then let it flow, converse

with your shadow in your own language and expression.
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III. HEALING OUR SHADOW SELF
 

PLEASE FORGIVE ME, AND I FORGIVE YOU

 

“Please forgive me for not hearing your past cries, your past signs”. Then tell your story why it

had to happen the way it happened. “I forgive you for the burden of carrying this pain for so

and so years.” be particular of which pains and situations you are forgiving in your Shadow

self. And let your conversation flow.
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THANK YOU

 

“Thank you for those experiences, it all led me back to you…” 

 

“Thank you for the gifts, skills, lessons I have learned because of our difficult times. I honor

them now”

 

“Thank you for the lessons I have learned from the seeming mistakes and traumas we have

experienced..” 

 

Tell yourself all the places it took you, all the faces you have met for you to learn your lesson.

Tell yourself all the lessons you have learned as they are all valid.



III. HEALING OUR SHADOW SELF
 

I LOVE YOU

 

Do you love your Shadow now? Do you accept her just as you were in those dark moments

and now? Are you worthy of your loving attention and care? Let yourself know.

 

“I love you, and accept you just as you are” 

 

“You are worthy of my love, attention, my ear and my embrace..” 

 

Tell your shadow your own affirmations, all the empowering words, you have not said to

yourself for a while…
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IV. MERGING OUR LIGHT WITH OUR SHADOW
 

“Our deepest fear is where we find our greatest genius”

 

“I am not what happened to me, I am what I choose to become”

- Carl Jung

 

What have you realized now, after healing your own shadow? How do you feel? What was

your experience like? Are there things you want to remind yourself now that you see your

shadow in a different light? Write them down here, and keep it. When a new shadow and

triggers resurface again, you can use this as a reminder for yourself that you can and you will

be able to heal yourself again.
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“BOTH LIGHT AND SHADOW ARE THE DANCE OF LOVE”

- Rumi

 

 

 

We are honored to walk this path with you. 

We are grateful for ALL THAT YOU ARE: 

Shadow and Light.

 

Pathways Community and Healing Center, 2020


